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Re: Petition for Rulemaking to Eliminate Startup, Shutdown, and Malfunction Exemptions
in Clean Air Act Section 111 Regulations
Dear Administrator Regan:
Community groups and environmental organizations 350 New Orleans, Air Alliance
Houston, Alliance for Affordable Energy, Clean Air Task Force (CATF), Deep South Center for
Environmental Justice, Downwinders at Risk, Earthjustice, Environment Texas, Environmental
Integrity Project (EIP), Green Army, Healthy Gulf, Ironbound Community Corporation, Natural
Resources Defense Council (NRDC), RESTORE, RISE St. James, Sierra Club, and Southern
Environmental Law Center (SELC) submit this petition for rulemaking to eliminate startup,
shutdown, malfunction and/or maintenance (“SSM”) exemptions in Clean Air Act section 111
implementing regulations.
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I.

INTRODUCTION
Federal regulations implementing section 111 of the Clean Air Act (“the Act”)

unlawfully allow stationary sources to emit air pollution without consequence during startup,
shutdown, and malfunction/maintenance (“SSM”) events at levels that far exceed emissions
during normal operations, 1 and that harm the health and wellbeing of the communities near the
polluting facilities. These fenceline and downwind communities tend to be low-income and
communities of color that already experience disproportionate exposure to air pollution. The
worst of these SSM pollution events often occur during and around natural disasters, hitting
climate-vulnerable communities already pummelled by the disasters themselves with additional
air pollution burdens. The Biden Administration has brought environmental justice to the
forefront of its agenda, recognizing the injustice of the cumulative environmental impacts that
nearby communities face from industrial pollution. 2 To meaningfully protect these communities’
right to breathe clean air, EPA must eliminate these SSM loopholes.
Section 111 of the Act requires the EPA Administrator to establish “standards of
performance” for new and modified stationary sources of air pollution (“New Source
Performance Standards” or “NSPS”). 42 U.S.C. § 7411. The NSPS program regulates a series of
harmful air pollutants including particulate matter (PM), sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides
(NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), volatile organic compounds (VOC), hydrogen sulfide (H2S),
dioxins/furans, fluorides, and sulfuric acid mist. The types of industrial activities subject to the
NSPS include, among others, chemical manufacturing, petroleum refining, oil and gas
production, fuel combustion, ferrous metals processing, and battery manufacturing. 3
The plain text of the Act requires EPA to promulgate standards of performance for new
stationary sources that are continuous. 42 U.S.C. §§ 7411, 7602(l). Yet EPA has not done this.

See Nikolaos Zirogiannis et al, Understanding Excess Emissions from Industrial Facilities: Evidence from Texas,
52 ENV. SCI. TECH 2482 (2018).
2
Protecting Public Health and the Environment and Restoring Science to Tackle the Climate Crisis § 1, Exec. Order
13,990, 86 Fed. Reg. 7,037, 7,037 (Jan. 25, 2021); Protecting the Climate Crisis at Home and Abroad § 219, Exec.
Order 14008, 86 Fed. Reg. 7,601, 7629 (Jan. 27, 2021) (stating that the United States must “turn[] disadvantaged
communities—historically marginalized and overburdened—into healthy, thriving communities.”).
3
40 C.F.R. pt. 60.
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Instead, EPA has, throughout its regulations implementing section 111 of the Act, carved out
blanket exemptions from standards of performance during SSM events. As the D.C. Circuit held
in Sierra Club v. EPA, 551 F.3d 1019, 1027–28 (D.C. Cir. 2008), SSM exemptions fail to meet
the plain text requirement of the Act for continuous application of emissions standards. 4
Nevertheless, at least 23 section 111 subparts contain unlawful loopholes that exempt polluters
from standards of performance during SSM events. 5
EPA must act swiftly to remove all illegal SSM exemptions contained in subparts
implementing section 111 of the Clean Air Act. Elimination of these provisions is necessary to
bring EPA’s regulatory regime into compliance with the Act, and to advance the racial and
environmental justice priorities of the Biden administration by “hold[ing] polluters accountable,
including those who disproportionately harm communities of color and low-income
communities.” 6

II.

BACKGROUND
A.

The Severe Impacts of SSM Events on Surrounding Communities

The release of high concentrations of air pollution during SSM periods deeply threatens
the health and quality of life of surrounding communities. During SSM events, regulated oil, gas,
coal, refinery, and petrochemical facilities, as well as other large industrial polluters, release
startlingly large quantities of pollutants. 7 The pollutants emitted include various mixes of carbon
monoxide, particulate matter, volatile organic compounds, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and

EPA has also promulgated illegal affirmative defenses to civil penalties in several section 111 rules. See NRDC v.
EPA, 749 F.3d 1055, 1062-64 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (holding such defenses are illegal). We do not address affirmative
defense provisions in this petition because EPA has already granted a petition from Sierra Club asking the agency to
remove such provisions from its regulations. We note, however, that EPA has not finished its work to remove those
affirmative defense provisions and urge that it do so expeditiously.
5
See Exhibit 1 for our inventory of these exemptions. Although we have attempted to locate all the NSPS
exemptions, EPA should undertake its own search of the section 111 regulations to ensure every loophole is
removed.
6
Protecting Public Health and the Environment and Restoring Science to Tackle the Climate Crisis § 1, Exec. Order
13,990, 86 Fed. Reg. 7,037, 7,037 (Jan. 25, 2021).
7
See, e.g., ENVIRONMENTAL INTEGRITY PROJECT, BREAKDOWNS IN AIR QUALITY: AIR POLLUTION FROM
INDUSTRIAL MALFUNCTION AND MAINTENANCE IN TEXAS (2016).
4
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more. 8 These “excess emissions” events that occur during SSM periods are “frequent, large in
magnitude, last from a few hours to several days (or even weeks) and can exceed a facility’s
routine annual emissions.” 9 Texas, for example, 10 experiences excess emissions events involving
release of over 10 tons of a criteria pollutant on a daily basis. 11 In 2020, Texas facilities reported
2,980 breakdown or malfunction air pollution events, from which over 46 million pounds of air
pollution were emitted. 12 In Houston alone, petrochemical facilities experience, on average, large
excess emission events every six weeks. 13 The impact of these frequent, unregulated emissions
on human health is devastating.
Excess emissions events degrade air quality in adjacent and downwind residential
communities where people live, work, and play, causing devastating and expensive public health
impacts. Children, the elderly, and those with preexisting health conditions are particularly
vulnerable to this pollution, as are those experiencing socioeconomic disparities. 14 In Texas these
frequent excess emissions events cause an average of 42 elderly deaths per year and cost the state
upwards of $241 million annually. 15

Britney McCoy et al., How big is big? How often is often? Characterizing Texas petroleum refining upset air
emissions. 44 Atmos. Environ. 4230 (2010).
9
Alex J. Hollingsworth et al., The Health Consequences of Excess Emissions: Evidence from Texas. 108 J. Env.
Econ. Mgmt. 102449 (2021) https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jeem.2021.102449; Cynthia Murphy & David Allen,
Hydrocarbon emissions from industrial release events in the Houston-Galveston area and their impact on ozone
formation 39 Atmos. Environ. 3785 (2005); Britney McCoy et al., How big is big? How often is often?
Characterizing Texas petroleum refining upset air emissions. 44 Atmos. Environ. 4230 (2010).
10
Texas is one of the only states that requires collection and publication of data on SSM emissions, in contrast to
most other states that do not collect such data. As such, this Petition references examples from Texas, the only state
where data on SSM emissions is readily available other than Louisiana.
11
Alex J. Hollingsworth et al., The Health Consequences of Excess Emissions: Evidence from Texas. 108 J. Env.
Econ. Mgmt. 102449 (2021) https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jeem.2021.102449. The Clean Air Act requires EPA to set
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for common air pollutants (also known as “criteria air
pollutants”), and EPA has done so for ozone, particulate matter, carbon monoxide, lead, sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen
dioxide.
12
Environment Texas, Illegal Air Pollution in Texas, 2020 COVID recession leads to drop in reported emission, at 4
(Oct. 2021) (“Illegal Air Pollution Report”). While this represents a 54% drop from 2019, the decrease is due to “a
recession across the oil, gas, and petrochemical industries caused in part by the COVID19 pandemic.” Id.
Preliminary data from 2021, however, suggests this drop will be short-lived. Id.
13
Mark Collette and Matt Dempsey, “Dangerous Chemicals Create Hidden Dangers in Houston.” Houston
Chronicle, July 26, 2018. https://www.houstonchronicle.com/news/investigations/article/Dangerous-chemicalsroadblocks-to-information-7420931.php.
14
Qian Di et al., Association of Short-Term Exposure to Air Pollution with Mortality in Older Adults. 318 J. Am.
Med. Assoc. 2446, 2452 (2017).
15
Hollingsworth et. al., at 2.
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The exemption of SSM events from the standards of performance for emissions reduction
is a serious environmental justice issue. A long history of social, economic, and political
disenfranchisement as well as racism indoctrinated into planning and zoning has meant that
communities of color disproportionately live, work, and play in areas adjacent to power plants,
oil refineries, chemical and petrochemical manufacturers, and other industrial facilities. As a
result, fenceline communities—characterized as communities adjacent to often heavily polluting
oil, gas, and industrial operations—are predominantly low income and communities of color. 16
These fenceline communities are too frequently exposed to a laundry list of dangerous air
pollutants that wealthier, majority-white communities do not experience. 17 Studies into excess
emissions from large industrial facilities have found a correlation between the percentage of
Black and Hispanic populations and exposure to excess emissions. 18 As a result, exposure to
dangerously high levels of toxic, noxious pollution has become an everyday reality for Black,
Hispanic, Indigenous, and low-income communities across the United States.
Fenceline communities tend to face additional socioeconomic challenges, including
inadequate access to high-quality health care, insufficient support systems, and other
environmental burdens, that magnify and complicate the impacts of excess SSM pollution. 19 The
cumulative impact of these exposures has left generations of fenceline communities at higher
risk for various cancers, birth defects, mutations, respiratory ailments, and other serious health
harms. 20 The COVID-19 pandemic has shone a spotlight on the disproportionate health
outcomes of communities with unsafe air quality, as exposure to air pollution has contributed to
the disparate impact of the disease on racial minorities. 21

Gretchen T. Goldman et al., Assessment of Air Pollution Impacts and Monitoring Data Limitations of a Spring
2019 Chemical Facility Fire, Environmental Justice 2021, 2 https://doi.org/10.1089/env.2021.0030.
17
Id. These pollutants include benzene, cyclohexane dioxins, ethylene oxide, formaldehyde, hydrogen cyanide,
hydrofluoric acid, naphthalene, chloroprene, sulfuric acid, lead, particulate matter, and many more. Id.
18
Zhengyan Li et al., Racial, ethnic, and income disparities in air pollution: A study of excess emissions in Texas,
14 PLOS ONE 8 (Aug. 2, 2019).
19
Gretchen T. Goldman et al., Assessment of Air Pollution Impacts and Monitoring Data Limitations of a Spring
2019 Chemical Facility Fire, Environmental Justice 2021, 2, https://doi.org/10.1089/env.2021.0030.
20
Jill Johnston, et al., Chemical Exposures, Health and Environmental Justice in Communities Living on the
fenceline of industry, 7 CURRENT ENVTL. HEALTH REP. 48 (2020).
21
Eric Brandt, Air Pollution, Racial Disparities, and COVID-19 Mortality, 146 J. ALLERGY CLINICAL IMMUNOLOGY
61 (2020).
16
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What is more, the communities bearing the brunt of SSM events also face
disproportionate risk and vulnerability to climate impacts. While most SSM events do not result
from climate-fueled natural disasters, some of the worst excess emission SSM events occur in
the wake of these disasters. 22 Hurricane Harvey, which pummeled Houston’s low income
communities and communities of color especially hard, is an example of such an event. In the
aftermath of the natural disaster, fenceline communities not only faced direct effects of the
storm—which itself caused extensive property damage, widespread power outages, and brought
toxic wastewater into the streets and people’s homes—but also the astounding excess emissions
from neighboring industrial facilities. 23 Hurricane Harvey is not an isolated event; as the impacts
of climate change worsen, 24 the frequency of high-magnitude natural disasters will increase, and
with it the occurrence of SSM excess emissions events. 25
While release of excess emissions far exceeds regularly-applicable standards of
performance and other limits, polluters avoid liability through automatic or discretionary SSM
exemptions contained in unlawful EPA rules promulgated under the Clean Air Act and in state
implementation plans (SIPs) (which are not addressed in this petition). 26 Where SSM exemptions
persist, there exists no limit on emissions during SSM events and little to no transparency around
community exposure to pollution. The SSM exemptions permit monitoring gaps during these
periods that leave residents with little to no information on what noxious substances they have
been exposed to. 27 Instead, facilities self-report estimates of their SSM emissions—if they are
even required to report anything at all—with no way for the public to gauge their accuracy.

Susan C. Anenberg & Casey Kalman, Extreme weather, chemical facilities, and vulnerable communities in the
U.S. Gulf Coast: A disastrous combination, AGU (2019),
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2019GH000197.
23
Id.
24
Krishna A. Rao et al., Technical Summary, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 35 (2021),
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/#FullReport (“There is high confidence that average peak wind speeds and the
proportion of Category 4–5 [tropical cyclones] will increase with warming and that peak winds of the most intense
[tropical cyclones] will increase.”).
25
These compounded climate and industrial events constitute NaTech events. Wendee Nicole, A Different Kind of
Storm: Natech Events in Houston’s Fenceline Communities, (2021) (“Natech events—short for natural hazard–
triggered technological disasters—occur when a natural occurrence such as a hurricane or flood leads to
infrastructural failures such as a chemical spill or nuclear reactor meltdown.”).
26
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. State Implementation Plans: Response to Petition for Rulemaking;
Restatement and Update of EPA’s SSM Policy Applicable to SIPs; Findings of Substantial Inadequacy; and SIP
Calls To Amend Provisions Applying to Excess Emissions During Periods of Startup. 2015.
27
Gretchen T. Goldman et al., Assessment of Air Pollution Impacts and Monitoring Data Limitations of a Spring
2019 Chemical Facility Fire, Environmental Justice 2021, 3 https://doi.org/10.1089/env.2021.0030.
22
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SSM loopholes leave fenceline communities with no recourse to put a stop to the
repeated pollution spikes. The exemptions allow industrial polluters to release huge amounts of
harmful pollution into the lungs of fenceline communities without consequence or any incentive
to prevent the problem, even when pollution spikes occur repeatedly. By exempting industrial
polluters during these SSM periods, EPA prevents both itself and these communities from taking
action to hold polluters accountable for the deadly emissions they spew into the air. EPA must
remove these unlawful and devastating exemptions.
B.

History of SSM Exemptions
1. Regulatory History of NSPS SSM Exemptions

EPA has afforded polluters unlawful SSM exemptions from the Act’s emissions
reductions requirements since the 1970s. These loopholes in EPA’s own regulations have
allowed polluters to contaminate fenceline and downwind communities with harmful emissions
during SSM events without any consequences.
In response to a petition from Kennecott Copper Corporation that alleged that the
“standards of performance [as promulgated] fail[ed] to provide for excessive emissions during
periods of startup, shutdown, and malfunction,” EPA promulgated the first SSM exemptions to
section 111 standards in 1977. 28 Specifically, the regulation “clarifie[d] that excess emissions
during periods of startup, shutdown, and malfunction are not considered a violation of a
standard.” 29 In place of the standard, EPA stated that source owners or operators were subject
only to the “general duty” provision of 40 C.F.R. 60.11(d): “[a]t all times, including periods of
startup, shutdown, and malfunction, owners and operators shall, to the extent practicable,
maintain and operate any affected facility including associated air pollution control equipment in
a manner consistent with good air pollution control practice for minimizing emissions.” 30
EPA has promulgated at least 97 SSM loopholes that still exist today, each of which
violate the Act’s clear requirement for continuous emissions reduction. 31 At least 23 of these
Standards of Performance for New Stationary Sources, 42 Fed.Reg. 57,125 (Nov. 1, 1977).
Specifically amending the general provisions of the copper smelter standards. “40 C.F.R. 60.8(c) exempts periods
of startup, shutdown, and malfunction from performance tests. By implication this means compliance with
numerical emissions limits cannot be determined during periods of startup, shutdown, and malfunction.” Id.
30
Standards of Performance for New Stationary Sources, 42 Fed.Reg. 57,125 (Nov. 1, 1977).
31
See Exhibit 1 for an inventory of these exemptions.
28
29
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exemptions are found in EPA’s NSPS regulations. 32 These include broad exemptions to opacity
standards (60.11(c)) and carbon monoxide standards (60.45(b)(6)(iii), as well as exemptions to
standards of performance for petroleum refineries (60.104(a)(1)), glass manufacturing plants
(60.292(e)), and the polymer manufacturing industry (60.562-1(b)(1)(ii), (c)(1)(i)(B)), among
others. Each of these exemptions violates the Act and contradicts EPA’s policy, following the
D.C. Circuit’s ruling in Sierra Club v. EPA, that SSM exemptions are unlawful.
2. D.C. Circuit Decisions on SSM Exemptions
In 2008, the D.C. Circuit held that SSM exemptions in Clean Air Act regulations violate
the Act’s plain text. Sierra Club v. EPA, 551 F.3d 1019, 1027–28 (D.C. Cir. 2008). Section 112
of the Act requires EPA to set “emissions standards” for hazardous air pollutants, 42 U.S.C. §
7412, and EPA for many years incorporated SSM exemptions in those standards. 33 40 C.F.R.
Part 63. As with several of the section 111 exemptions, 34 the section 112 SSM provision at issue
in Sierra Club “exempted [each source] from the numerical limits set for emission control
pursuant to section 112” and provided that “only the general duty would apply.” Sierra Club v.
EPA, 551 F.3d at 1022.
The Sierra Club court looked to Clean Air Act section 302(k), where “emission standard”
is defined as: “a requirement established by the State or the Administrator which limits the
quantity, rate, or concentration of emissions of air pollutants on a continuous basis ….” 42
U.S.C. § 7602(k) (emphasis added). Reading sections 112 and 302(k) together, the court found
the plain text of the Act requires that “some section 112 standard apply continuously,” and
determined that SSM exemptions interrupt this required continuity. Id. at 1026.
The court rejected EPA’s argument that the “general-duty requirement during SSM
events is a lawful interpretation of the statute and a reasonable way to reconcile the need to
minimize emissions with the inherent technological limitations during SSM events,” id. The

40 C.F.R. 60; See Exhibit 1 for a list of these exemption provisions.
E.g., National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for Source Categories: General Provisions, 59
Fed.Reg. 12,408 (Mar. 16, 1994).
34
See e.g., 40 C.F.R. §§ 60.8(c), 60.11(c); see also id. § 60.11(d) (“At all times, including periods of startup,
shutdown, and malfunction, owners and operators shall, to the extent practicable, maintain and operate any affected
facility including associated air pollution control equipment in a manner consistent with good air pollution control
practice for minimizing emissions.”).
32
33
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court held that the general duty did not qualify as a “section 112-compliant standard” because
EPA acknowledged that it was neither a “separate and independent standard under CAA section
112(d)” nor a “free-standing emission limitation that must independently be in compliance with
section 112(h).” 35 Id. at 1027-28. The court concluded: “[b]ecause the general duty that applies
during SSM events is inconsistent with the plain text of section 112 of the Clean Air Act … the
SSM exemption violates the Act’s requirement that some section 112 standard apply
continuously.” Id. at 1021.
3. EPA Policy.
Since this D.C. Circuit case ruling, EPA has taken piecemeal actions to align its policy
with the court’s conclusion that SSM exemptions are unlawful. It has not, however, initiated a
broad action to address the exemptions to section 111 standards of performance.
EPA has slowly begun removing SSM exemptions as section 111 regulations are
periodically revised, and has repeatedly acknowledged that section 111 obliges the agency to
remove SSM exemptions and promulgate standards of performance that require “continuous
system of emission reduction.” 36 Immediately following the 2008 Sierra Club decision, for
example, EPA removed an SSM exemption from the NSPS for hospital/medical/infectious waste
incinerators established under section 111 and 129 of the Act. 37 In its response to comments on
Clean Air Act section 112(h) allows EPA to set work practice standards in lieu of numeric standards for
harzardous air pollutants in two very limited circumstances.
36
New Source Performance Standards Review for Nitric Acid Plants; Final rule,’’ 77 Fed. Reg. 48433 (August 14,
2012); Standards of Performance for Grain Elevators, 79 Fed. Reg. 39241, 39243 (proposed July 9, 2014); New
Source Performance Standards for New Stationary Sources and Emission Guidelines for Existing Sources;
Commercial and Industrial Solid Waste Incineration Units, Final rule, 76 Fed. Reg. 15704 (March 21, 2011);
Standards of Performance for New Stationary Sources and Emission Guidelines for Existing Sources: Other Solid
Waste Incineration Units Review, 85 Fed. Reg 54178 (Aug. 31, 2020); Review of Standards of Performance for
Lead Acid Battery Manufacturing Plants and National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for Lead
Acid Battery Manufacturing Area Sources Technology Review, 87 Fed. Reg. 10134 (Feb. 23, 2022); see also State
Implementation Plans: Response to Petition for Rulemaking, 80 Fed. Reg. at 33890 n. 44 (June 12, 2015) (EPA has
eliminated SSM exemptions in federal rules as those rules come up for review and acknowledged that the D.C.
Circuit’s reasoning in Sierra Club holding that exemptions are “inconsistent with the [Act]… applies equally” to all
SSM exemptions, including section 111 exemptions.)
37
EPA, Standards of Performance for New Stationary Sources and Emissions Guidelines for Existing Sources:
Hospital/Medical/Infectious Waste Incinerators, 74 Fed. Reg. 51,368, 51,393 § III.F (Oct. 6, 2009). EPA explained:
“In the event that sources, despite their best efforts, fail to comply with applicable standards during SSM events (as
defined by the rule), EPA will determine an appropriate response based on, among other things, the good faith
efforts of the source to minimize emissions during SSM periods, including preventative and corrective actions, as
well as root cause analyses to ascertain and rectify excess emissions.” Upheld in Medical Waste Institute and Energy
Recovery Council v. EPA, 645 F.3d 420 (D.C. Cir. 2011). EPA subsequently removed exemptions it inadvertantly
failed to eliminate in that first action. Federal Plan Requirements for Hospital/Medical/Infectious Waste Incinerators
35
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its recent NSPS and National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (“NESHAP”) for
the oil and gas sector, the EPA stated “the reasoning in the D.C. Circuit’s decision in Sierra Club
v. EPA applies equally to section 111,” and rejected comments that claimed NSPS provisions can
include SSM exemptions. 38 EPA emphasized that “there is nothing in the NSPS provisions of the
[Act] that would lead the EPA to treat SSM events differently.” 39 Despite EPA’s
acknowledgement that these loopholes are unlawful, EPA’s NSPS still contain at least 23
unlawful SSM exemptions.

III.

EPA MUST REMOVE ALL SSM EXEMPTIONS FROM SECTION 111
REGULATIONS.
Many of EPA’s regulations setting standards of performance for categories of stationary

sources under section 111 include unlawful SSM exemptions. These exemptions are inconsistent
with the Act’s requirement that a standard of performance apply continuously and with the D.C.
Circuit’s decision in Sierra Club. EPA itself has repeatedly recognized that NSPS SSM
exemptions are unlawful. Because these loopholes impose devastating impacts on alreadyoverburdened communities, we request EPA remove all NSPS exemptions immediately.
A.

Standards of performance under Clean Air Act section 111 require
“continuous emission reduction.”

The Clean Air Act unambiguously requires the EPA Administrator to promulgate
standards of performance that require continuous emission reduction. Sections 111 and 302 of
the Act both define “standard of performance.” See 42 U.S.C. §§ 7411(a)(1), 7602(l). 40 Section
Constructed on or Before December 1, 2008 and Standards of Performance for New Stationary Sources; Proposed
Rule, 77 Fed. Reg. 24272, 24279 (April 23, 2012), final rule at 78 Fed. Reg. 28052 (May 13, 2013).
38
Final Response to Public Comments on Proposed Rule: Oil and Natural Gas Sector New Source Performance
Standards and National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants Reviews, 76 Fed. Reg. 52,738, 183 &187
(proposed August 23, 2011) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. pt. 60 and 63),
https://www.regulations.gov/document/EPA-HQ-OAR-2010-0505-4546.
39
Id. at 188.
40
Section 111’s definition is:
[A] standard for emissions of air pollutants which reflects the degree of emission limitation
achievable through the application of the best system of emission reduction which (taking into
account the cost of achieving such reduction and any nonair quality health and environmental
impact and energy requirements) the Administrator determines has been adequately demonstrated.
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302 defines it as “a requirement of continuous emission reduction, including any requirement
relating to the operation or maintenance of a source to assure continuous emission reduction.” 42
U.S.C. § 7602(l) (emphasis added). Plainly, this definition mandates that a standard of
performance apply continuously.
The definitions in section 302, the Act’s general definitions section, apply to section 111,
for they apply “[w]hen used in this chapter,” meaning the entirety of the Clean Air Act (Chapter
85 of Title 42). See McEvoy v. IEI Barge Services, Inc., 622 F.3d 671, 675 (7th Cir. 2010). When
Congress wanted to limit the application of section 302’s general definitions, it did so expressly,
as it did in section 302(j). 42 U.S.C. § 7602(j) (“Except as otherwise expressly provided, the
terms ‘major stationary source’ and ‘major emitting facility’” have certain meanings). Thus,
Congress’ choice not to limit the Act-wide definition of “standard of performance” in any way
means that Act-wide definition applies to standards of performance promulgated under section
111. See Salinas v. United States R.R. Retirement Board, 141 S. Ct. 691, 698 (2021) (citations
omitted).
Further, sections 111 and 302 must be read together to the extent they do not conflict, and
there is no conflict between both sections’ definitions of “standard of performance” that would
eliminate section 302(l)’s express continuity requirement. FDA v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp., 529 U.S. 120, 133 (2000) (courts should “interpret the Act as a “symmetrical and coherent
regulatory scheme … and fit, if possible, all parts into an harmonious whole.”).
To the contrary, numerous section 111 subsections explicitly require continuity. Section
111(j)(1)(a) only allows waiver from any section 111 requirement with a demonstration that the
proposed alternative system of curbing emissions “will achieve greater continuous emission
reduction than that required ... under the standards of performance which would otherwise
apply….” 42 U.S.C. § 7411(j)(1)(a) (emphasis added). Section 111(g)(4) requires revision of
standards of performance if a Governor shows that “a new, innovative, or improved technology

42 U.S.C. § 7411(a)(1). Section 302’s is:
The term “standard of performance” means a requirement of continuous emission reduction,
including any requirement relating to the operation or maintenance of a source to assure
continuous emission reduction.
Id. § 7602(l).
11

or process which achieves greater continuous emission reduction has been adequately
demonstrated for any category of stationary sources.” Id. § 7411(g)(4) (emphasis added). And
section 111(h)(1) requires alternative work practice standards under section 111 to reflect the
“best technological system of continuous emission reduction.” Id. § 7411(h)(1) (emphasis
added). Congress could not have plausibly intended to mandate that alternatives to standards of
performance—or work practice standards—achieve continuous emission reduction and, at the
same time, forego mandating that the original standards of performance themselves achieve
continuous reduction.
Similarly, “there is a presumption that a given term is used to mean the same thing
throughout a statute.” Mohamad v. Palestinian Authority, 566 U.S. 449, 456 (2012) (citation and
internal punctuation omitted). Nowhere does the Clean Air Act indicate that standards of
performance need not require continuous emission reduction. As discussed immediately above,
several subsections of section 111 instead explicitly require continuous reduction. Moreover, the
terms “emission limitation” and “standard for emission” are found within Section 111’s
definition of “standard of performance,” 42 U.S.C. § 7411(a)(1), and section 302(k) in turn
defines“emission limitation” and “emission standard” as requirements that “limit[] the quantity,
rate, or concentration of emissions of air pollutants on a continuous basis.” Id. § 7602(k).
Thus, similar to how the D.C. Circuit read sections 112 and 302(k) together to hold that
Congress “has required that there must be continuous section 112-compliant standards,” Sierra
Club, 551 F.3d at 1026, reading sections 111 and 302 together demands the same conclusion: the
Act requires continuous section 111-compliant standards of performance. In sum, as EPA has
repeatedly recognized when removing the unlawful exemptions from section 111 regulations, see
supra notes 36-40, the bottomline conclusion of the Sierra Club decision—holding SSM
exemptions unlawful—applies equally to section 111 regulations.
B.

The NSPS general duty provision is not a valid standard of performance.

Like the section 112 regulation Sierra Club vacated, EPA’s general NSPS regulation
includes a general duty provision to, “to the extent practicable, maintain and operate any affected
facility including associated air pollution control equipment in a manner consistent with good air
pollution control practice for minimizing emissions.” 40 C.F.R. § 60.11(d). And as the D.C.
Circuit found in Sierra Club, a general duty provision is not a valid standard of performance
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because it does not meet the definition of standard of performance, nor could it be a design,
equipment, work practice, or operational standard established under Section 111(h). See Sierra
Club v. EPA, 551 F.3d at 1027.
To begin with, the general duty provision does not meet the definition of standard of
performance because it does not require continuous emission reduction. Further, the section 111
definition of “standard of performance” requires that the standard “reflects the degree of
emission limitation achievable through the application of the best system of emission reduction
which ... the Administrator determines has been adequately demonstrated.” 42 U.S.C. §
7411(a)(1). The general duty provision, however, does not purport to be the “best” of anything—
just a generic call for following “good air pollution control practice.”
The general duty provision is also not a design, equipment, work practice, or operational
standard under section 111(h). In Section 111(h), Congress built in an exception to EPA’s duty
to promulgate standards of performance under section 111:
… if in the judgment of the Administrator, it is not feasible to prescribe or enforce
a standard of performance, [they] may instead promulgate a design, equipment,
work practice, or operational standard, or combination thereof, which reflects the
best technological system of continuous emission reduction … the Administrator
determines has been adequately demonstrated.”
42 U.S.C. § 7411(h)(1) (emphasis added). Section 111 further defines “technological system of
continuous emission reduction” as “(A) a technological process for production or operation by
any sources which is inherently low-polluting, or (B) a technological system for continuous
reduction of the pollution generated by a source before such pollution is emitted into the ambient
air, including precombustion cleaning or treatment of fuels.” 42 U.S.C. § 7411(a)(7). The NSPS
general duty provision was not established pursuant to Section 111(h), is not a “technological”
process or system, and does not ensure continuous reduction of emissions.
Further demonstration that the general duty provision cannot salvage section 111 SSM
exemptions comes from the D.C. Circuit’s discussion of the very similar exception in section
112(h), 42 U.S.C. § 7412(h). In Sierra Club, EPA argued that the section 112 general duty
provision sufficed to make the emissions standard continuous despite the exemption from the
emissions standard itself. The D.C. Circuit rejected this argument, recognizing that the general
duty did not meet section 112 criteria nor did EPA purport to set the general duty provision
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pursuant to the 112(h) criteria on a “(1) design or (2) source specific basis,” Sierra Club, 551
F.3d at 1028 (citing §§ 7412(h)(2)(A), (B)). The court explained that “[b]ecause the general duty
is the only standard that applies during SSM events, and accordingly no section 112 standard
governs these events—the SSM exemption violates the Act’s requirement that some section 112
standard apply continuously.” Id. at 1027. The same reasoning holds true for section 111
exemptions. The general duty does not constitute a section 111-compliant standard and was not
established under section 111(h). Because the section 111 exemptions leave only the general
duty during SSM events, no section 111 standard “governs these events.” Id.
C. EPA must remove the unlawful SSM exemptions.
EPA has acted outside its statutory authority in promulgating unlawful SSM exemptions
from NSPS established under section 111. To provide uniformity in national policy and swiftly
address the environmental injustice of excess SSM emissions events concentrated in
disadvantaged communities, EPA must eliminate all SSM exemptions from the NSPS through a
single rulemaking.
We note that EPA has received multiple petitions seeking the related relief of removing
SSM exemptions from NESHAP promulgated under section 112 and removing affirmative
defense provisions from NSPS and NESHAP. Indeed, EPA granted environmental groups’
petition to remove affirmative defense provisions in NSPS and NESHAP in 2014, 41 and has long
delayed action on environmental groups’ petition for rulemaking pending since 2009 requesting
removal of NESHAP exemptions. 42 We do not renew those petitions here, but note that EPA
could efficiently coordinate the relief sought by this petition with many or most of the actions
that those separate petitions request. EPA also recently granted petitions on the newest type of
malfunction exemption (e.g., “force majeure event” exemption) in the work practice standards in
the Petroleum Refinery and Ethylene Production Rules. 43 We continue to call for EPA to remove
these and similar exemptions through all pending rulemaking or reconsideration processes as
expeditiously as possible.
41
Ltr. From J. McCabe, Acting EPA Administrator, to S. Johnson (Nov. 19, 2014) (attached as Exhibit 2); see
Petition to Revise Air Emission Regulations Containing Affirmative Defense (Jun. 17, 2014) (attached as Exhibit 3).
42
Petition to EPA for MACT rulemaking (Jan. 9, 2009) (attached as Exhibit 4).
43
Ltr. From J. Goffman Principal Dep. Ass’t Adm’r to Earthjustice on Petroleum Refinery Sector Rule (Apr. 19,
2022) (attached as Exhibit 5); Ltr. From J. Goffman, Principal Dep. Ass’t Adm’r to Earthjustice on Ethylene
Production Rule (Apr. 19, 2022) (attached as Exhibit 6).
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We emphasize here that for the many rules for which EPA has not even begun the
process or for which it has delayed rulemaking for years, the most efficient and effective
approach for EPA to take to bring its regulations into compliance with the law and to provide
vital public health and welfare protections to communities—especially overburdened
communities facing cumulative impacts from multiple types of sources that can rely on various
SSM exemptions—is to remove all remaining NSPS and NESHAP loopholes through a single
rulemaking. This would ensure EPA finally and fully complies with Sierra Club v. EPA, and
NRDC v. EPA without any further agency delay – after years of stalling action to implement
judicial rulings that require EPA to remove blatantly unlawful provisions from these regulations.
By contrast, waiting to eliminate the SSM exemptions and affirmative defense provisions
through case-by-case rulemakings when each subpart is revised under the Clean Air Act’s
periodic review and revision provisions, as EPA has been doing to date, would mean that many
communities have to wait years or even decades longer for relief from dangerous SSM
emissions. 44
The same legal reasoning applies to each of these unlawful provisions no matter the
source category: every SSM exemption and affirmative defense violates the Clean Air Act. There
is a strong public interest in EPA following the law and, through a unified rulemaking,
prioritizing the removal of all illegal provisions from core Clean Air Act requirements that are
essential to protect public health and welfare. We therefore urge EPA to immediately initiate
rulemaking to remove all SSM exemptions and affirmative defense provisions to comply with
the Act and begin to address the environmental injustices that occur with each unregulated SSM
excess-emission event.

44
The Office of Inspector General recently highlighted the longstanding agency delay in fulfilling these review
obligations, finding that the agency has 93 overdue section 112 rulemakings, almost half of which are overdue by
more than five years. EPA Ofc. of Insp. Gen., The EPA Needs to Develop a Strategy to Complete Overdue Residual
Risk and Technology Reviews and to Meet the Statutory Deadlines for Upcoming Reviews, Report No. 22-E-0026
(Mar. 30, 2022), https://www.epa.gov/office-inspector-general/report-epa-needs-develop-strategy-completeoverdue-residual-risk-and-0.
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IV.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons discussed above, we petition EPA to initiate a single rulemaking to

remove all unlawful SSM regulatory exemptions from its regulations implementing section 111
of the Clean Air Act.
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EXHIBIT 1

Inventory of Existing Section 111 and Section 112 SSM Exemptions
Attached as Native File

EXHIBIT 2

Ltr. from J. McCabe, Acting EPA Administrator, to S. Johnson
(Nov. 19, 2014)

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON , D.C . 20460

NOV 1 9 2014
OFFI CE OF
AIR AND RAD IATION

Mr. Seth L. Johnson
Earthjustice
1625 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20036-2212
Dear Mr. Johnson:
The United States Environmental Protection Agency received your administrative petition for
rulemaking dated June 17,2014, and supplement thereto dated October 6, ~014, requesting that the EPA
revise certain regulations promulgated under Clean Air Act (CAA) sections 111, 112 and 129 to delete
the affirmative defense against civil penalties.
As you acknowledge in your petition and petition supplement, the EPA has already begun to take action
to ensure that rules promulgated under the CAA are consistent with Natural Resources Defense Council
v. EPA, 749 F.3d 1055 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (vacating the affirmative defense in the CAA section 112(d)
rule establishing emission standards for Portland cement kilns). The EPA takes decisions from Federal
courts very seriously, and so will continue to take actions consistent with the court opinion. As you
know, the EPA has already issued a proposal to remove the affirmative defense from one of the CAA
section 111 regulations listed in your petition - the new source performance standards regulation at 40
CFR part'60, subpart 0000 (Standards of Petforma nee for Crude Oil and Natural Gas Production,
Transmission and Distribution). In addition, the EPA recently withdrew proposals to include an
affirmative defense in CAA section 112 regulations at 40 CFR part 63, subparts DDD, NNN and XXX
(regulations for Mineral Wool Production, Wool Fiberglass Manufacturing and Ferroalloys,
respectively). As Earth Justice's administrative petition requests that the EPA continue on its current
course, we do not feel that an EPA response to your administrative petition is necessary to evidence the
EPA's commitment to removing affirmative defenses from the remaining rules that are the subject of
your petition. However, because a formal response to your petition may limit or resolve the issues in the
petition for judicial review you recently filed challenging affirmative defenses in various CAA rules
(Sierra Club v. EPA, No. 14-1110, (D.C. Circuit 2014)), the EPA grants your petition for rulemaking.
The EPA will continue the ongoing process of removing affirmative defenses from the remaining rules
that are the subject of your petition as expeditiously as practicable.
If you have any questions, please contact Debra Dalcher of my staff at (919) 541-2443.
Sincerely~
~.

.'

:

Janet G. McCabe
Acting Assistant Administrator
Internet Address (URL) • http://www.epa .gov
Recycled/Recyclable' Printed with Vegetable Oi l Based Inks on 100% Postconsumer, Process Ch lorine Free Recycled Paper
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James Pew
Earthjustice
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EXHIBIT 3

Petition to Revise Air Emission Regulations Containing Affirmative Defense

(Jun. 17, 2014)

EXHIBIT 4

Petition to EPA for MACT Rulemaking
(Jan. 14, 2009)

EXHIBIT 5

Ltr. from J. Goffman Principal Dep. Ass’t Adm’r to Earthjustice on Petroleum Refinery Sector Rule

(Apr. 19, 2022)

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

April 19, 2022
OFFICE OF
AIR AND RADIATION

Ms. Emma C. Cheuse
Earthjustice
1001 G. Street, NW, Suite 1000
Washington, D.C. 20001
echeuse@earthjustice.org
Mr. James S. Pew
Earthjustice
1001 G. Street, NW, Suite 1000
Washington, D.C. 20001
jpew@earthjustice.org
Dear Ms. Cheuse and Mr. Pew:
This letter concerns the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) reconsideration
of the final rule, “Residual Risk and Technology Review of the National Emission Standards
for Hazardous Air Pollutants: Petroleum Refinery Sector Rule” (85 FR 6064, February 4, 2020).
On April 6, 2020, Earthjustice submitted a petition for reconsideration of the final rule
pursuant to Clean Air Act section 307(d)(7)(B) on behalf of Air Alliance Houston, California
Communities Against Toxics, Clean Air Council, Coalition For A Safe Environment,
Community In-Power & Development Association, Del Amo Action Committee,
Environmental Integrity Project, Louisiana Bucket Brigade, Sierra Club, Texas Environmental
Justice Advocacy Services, and Utah Physicians for a Healthy Environment.
EPA previously denied the April 6, 2020, petition for reconsideration (85 FR 67665,
October 26, 2020). After further consideration, EPA will be undertaking reconsideration on
provisions related to work practice standards for pressure relief devices and emergency flaring.
EPA intends to issue a Federal Register notice initiating public review and comment on
the issues described in this letter. We are continuing to review all issues raised in the petition
for reconsideration and may choose to initiate reconsideration of additional issues in the future.
If you have any questions regarding the reconsideration process, please contact Ms. Angie
Carey at (919) 541-2187 or by email at carey.angela@epa.gov.

Thank you for your continued interest in this rule. I appreciate the opportunity to be of
service and trust the information provided is helpful.
Sincerely,

Joseph Goffman
Principal Deputy Assistant Administrator

EXHIBIT 6

Ltr. from J. Goffman, Principal Dep. Ass’t Adm’r to Earthjustice on Ethylene Production Rule

(Apr. 19, 2022)

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

April 19, 2022
OFFICE OF
AIR AND RADIATION

Ms. Emma Cheuse
Earthjustice
1001 G Street, NW, Suite 1000
Washington, D.C. 20001
echeuse@earthjustice.org
Mr. Brendan Mascarenhas
Director, Regulatory and Technical Affairs
American Chemistry Council
700 2nd Street, NE
Washington, D.C. 20002
Brendan_Mascarenhas@americanchemistry.com
Mr. David Friedman
Vice President, Regulatory Affairs
American Fuel & Petrochemical Manufacturers
1800 M Street NW
Suite 900 North
Washington, D.C. 20036
DFriedman@afpm.org
Dear Ms. Cheuse and Messrs. Mascarenhas and Friedman:
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) received two petitions for
administrative reconsideration of the final rule, "National Emission Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants: Generic Maximum Achievable Control Technology Standards Residual Risk
and Technology Review for Ethylene Production" (85 FR 40386, July 6, 2020), submitted
pursuant to section 307(d)(7)(B) of the Clean Air Act.
On September 4, 2020, Earthjustice submitted a petition on behalf of RISE St. James,
Louisiana Bucket Brigade, Louisiana Environmental Action Network, Texas Environmental
Justice Advocacy Services, Air Alliance Houston, Community In-Power & Development
Association, Clean Air Council, Center for Biological Diversity, Environmental Integrity
Project, and Sierra Club. On September 11, 2020, the American Chemistry Council (ACC) and
American Fuel & Petrochemical Manufacturers (AFPM) also submitted a joint petition.

With this letter, EPA is informing you that it will grant reconsideration on at least one
issue raised in each of the submitted petitions. The Agency will reconsider the provisions
related to the work practice standards for pressure relief devices and emergency flaring raised
in the petition submitted by Earthjustice and the provisions related to the work practice
standards for degassing of floating roof storage vessels raised in the joint ACC/AFPM petition.
EPA intends to issue a Federal Register notice initiating public review and comment on
the issues described in this letter. We are continuing to review all issues raised in the petitions
for reconsideration and may choose to initiate reconsideration of additional issues in the future.
If you have any questions regarding the reconsideration process, please contact Mr. Andrew
Bouchard at (919) 541-4036 or by email at bouchard.andrew@epa.gov.
Thank you for your continued interest in this rule. I appreciate the opportunity to be of
service and trust the information provided is helpful.
Sincerely,

Joseph Goffman
Principal Deputy Assistant Administrator

